Seminars

Refreshments are served daily in WH-102 at 3:15pm on MWF and at 4:00pm on TTh.

Our colloquium targets a general and unspecialized audience with mathematical background, while there are more specialized seminars in different areas listed below.

Most of the colloquium and seminar talks are given in WH-100E.

- **Colloquium**: Thursdays at 4:15 unless otherwise stated.

- **Annual Peter Hilton Memorial Lecture**

- **Seminars in different areas**
  - **Algebra**: Tuesdays at 2:50
  - **Analysis**: Wednesdays at 3:30
  - **Arithmetic**: Tuesdays at 4:15 or Mondays/Fridays at 3:30
  - **Combinatorics**: Tuesdays at 1:15
  - **Data Science**: Tuesdays at 11:45
  - **Geometry and Topology**: Thursdays at 2:50
  - **Statistics**: Thursdays at 1:15

- **Student Seminars**
  - Math Graduate Student Seminar
  - "No Theory" Seminar
  - Undergraduate Math Club Talks
  - Summer 2012 Stochastic Modeling
  - Capstone seminar for the MAS program
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